Organizations are under attack because they are on the internet
Types of cyber attacks experienced by 56 benchmarked companies
• The percentage frequency defines a type of attack categories experienced. 2) Miscreant finds a business relationship from profile data and decides to spoof an email.
Cyber attack trends
3) Spoofed email is sent to target employee. • NIST 800-53
4) Target
• Industry specific frameworks (like HITRUST, NERC CIP)
• ISO 27001/27002
Ultimately it does not matter what framework -there is only some many ways one secure an environment!
Frameworks for Assessing Cyber Security (cont.)
Understand what is the threat profile of the organization? Example questions to consider:
• Has there been trends in the industry sector in which the organization operates in, where the industry has been heavily targeted by Cyber Criminals, Hacktivists, etc.? [test: hearing from peers; seen in publications and articles; FBI feedback, etc.]
• Has the organization been targeted by Cyber Criminals, Hacktivists?
• Social Networking Chatter: Is the organization seeing some level of negative chatter (e.g., environmentalists, PETA, Anonymous, etc.)?
So where do you begin?
• Global Footprint: Does the organization has global operations or limited to a specific geographical area (e.g., North America)?
• Assets: Does the organization have information or operational assets that have value and inherent risk from competitors and/or cyber criminals (e.g., highly valued intellectual property that gives the organization a competitive edge; lots of personal and medical information; highly coveted business plans (like bids for exploration), etc.)?
• Business Plan: Are there anticipated changes in the business environment that could impact any of the questions above (e.g., M&A transaction that adds an industry sector that increases the threat visibility)?
So where do you begin? (cont.)
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Threat Actors
Insiders:
• Employees Internet has been one of the ways hackers and other "bad actors" that try to gain access into organizations, e.g., attacking web applications.
Social Engineering (e.g., through calling employees and/or sending "phishing emails") is one of the current successful ways attackers try to gain access or foothold into the organization.
Mobile devices such as laptops, USB drives, and PDAs (like iphone, ipads) contain sensitive information and are prone to loss / theft. • 
Other Considerations
• There should be business oriented security reporting
